INTRODUCTION {#s01}
============

Evolution can be seen as the accumulations of species' adaptations to external environments ([@bDobzhansky1982]), thus understanding the mechanisms underlying the organisms' adaptations, especially at the molecular level, has been one of the core issues of evolutionary biology. Moreover, such understanding can also provide an efficient framework to reveal the relationship between genotype and phenotype (i.e., forward genetics; [Figure 1](#Figure1){ref-type="fig"}). Through years of field and laboratory observations and measurements, a large number of cases of phenotypic adaptations, both morphological and physiological, have been identified in vertebrates, such as the limb evolution and their corresponding adaptations to specific locomotion types in bats and whales ([@bLiang2013]), the evolution of antimicrobial peptides and adaptations to amphibious skin structures in frogs ([@bRollins-Smith2009]), and the most classic evolution of the beak sizes/shapes of Darwin's finches and the adaptation to specific ecological niches ([@bLamichhaney2015]). These case studies provide rich materials for the study of adaptive evolution and the underlying molecular mechanisms.

![The logical framework of adaptive evolution study](zr-41-4-351-1){#Figure1}

With the recent technical advances, large quantities of DNA or RNA can be sequenced in a much more efficient way. In addition to the *de novo* whole-genome sequencing, the recent advances in sequencing technologies (i.e., resequencing, RNA-seq, and restriction site-associated DNA sequencing) and computational power further enable the genomic era. It has been proposed that the new genomic data can provide great insights for a diverse set of questions in evolutionary biology, such as questions on phylogenetic relationships and the tree of life, genome-size evolution, historical demography and current population structure, adaptive potential, hybridization and speciation, and the genetic bases of phenotypic traits ([@bAllendorf2010]; [@bBrandies2019]; [@bLiedtke2018]; [@bSupple2018]). Under this view, more and more vertebrate genomes, transcriptomes and other omics data are accumulated and now available, even for some non-model species (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome). However, the availability of genomes is still heavily taxon-biased. Until now, majority of the available vertebrate genomes are from mammals and birds ([@bAllendorf2017]; [@bGenome2009]; [@bOstrander2019]; [@bSupple2018]; [@bZhang2015]), and for other diverse vertebrate groups, only very few genomes were available comparatively. For amphibians specifically, of the 8 043 currently recognized amphibian species (https://amphibiaweb.org/index.html, 2019; [@bChe2016]), no more than 20 of them have published or released genomes available ([Table 1](#Table1){ref-type="table"}). Since amphibians possess many unique characteristics for the study of genome evolution and molecular adaptations (see below), such lack of genomic information really limits our understandings of amphibian evolution, as well as conservation ([@bFunk2018]; [@bShaffer2015]).

###### List of amphibian species with available reference genome

  Order         Family            Species                       Common name               Genome size (Gb)   Scaffold N50 (Mb)   Contig N50 (Kb)   Assembly level   Sequencing technology    References           Link
  ------------- ----------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------ ------------------- ----------------- ---------------- ------------------------ -------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Gymnophiona   Siphonopidae      *Microcaecilia unicolor*      Common caecilians         4.68               376.14              3 660             Chromosome       PacBio                   N/A                  https://vgp.github.io/genomeark/Microcaecilia_unicolor/
  Gymnophiona   Dermophiidae      *Geotrypetes seraphini*       Gaboon caecilian          3.78               272.61              20 660            Chromosome       PacBio                   N/A                  https://vgp.github.io/genomeark/Geotrypetes_seraphini/
  Gymnophiona   Rhinatrematidae   *Rhinatrema bivittatum*       Two-lined caecilian       5.32               486.88              0.350             Chromosome       PacBio                   N/A                  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_901001135.1/
  Caudata       Ambystomatidae    *Ambystoma mexicanum*         Axolotl                   32.4               1410                210               Chromosome       PacBio                   [@bNowoshilow2018]   https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_002915635.2/
  Caudata       Salamandridae     *Pleurodeles waltl*           Iberian ribbed newt       19.38              N/A                 N/A               Chromosome       Illumina                 [@bElewa2017]        https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/353981
  Anura         Hylidae           *Dendropsophus ebraccatus*    Hourglass treefrog        2.24               60.91               8860              Chromosome       PacBio                   N/A                  https://vgp.github.io/genomeark/Dendropsophus_ebraccatus
  Anura         Megophryidae      *Leptobrachium leishanense*   Leishan spiny toad        3.55               394.69              1 900             Chromosome       PacBio RS II             [@bLi2019a]          https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/46619?genome_assembly_id=743320
  Anura         Megophryidae      *Vibrissaphora ailaonica*     Ailao spiny toad          3.53               412.42              820               Chromosome       PacBio                   [@bLi2019b]          http://gigadb.org/dataset/100624
  Anura         Ranidae           *Lithobates catesbeianus*     American bullfrog         5.8                0.05                5                 Scaffold         Illumina                 [@bHammond2017]      https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/23031?genome_assembly_id=353399
  Anura         Ranidae           *Rana temporaria*             Common frog               4.18               0.05                2.889             Scaffold         Illumina HiSeq           N/A                  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_009802015.1
  Anura         Pyxicephalidae    *Pyxicephalus adspersus*      African bullfrog          1.56               157.52              30                Chromosome       Illumina                 [@bDenton2018]       https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_004786255.1/
  Anura         Bufonidae         *Rhinella marina*             Marine toad               2.55               N/A                 160               Contig           PacBio RS II             [@bEdwards2018]      https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_900303285.1/
  Anura         Scaphiopodidae    *Scaphiopus couchii*          Couch\'s spadefoot toad   0.48               N/A                 0.362             Scaffold         Illumina                 [@bSeidl2019]        https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/85144?genome_assembly_id=723961
  Anura         Scaphiopodidae    *Scaphiopus holbrookii*       Eastern spadefoot toad    0.71               N/A                 0.514             Scaffold         Illumina                 [@bSeidl2019]        https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/69097?genome_assembly_id=723960
  Anura         Scaphiopodidae    *Spea bombifrons*             Plains spadefoot toad     0.77               N/A                 0.522             Scaffold         Illumina                 [@bSeidl2019]        https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_009364475.1/
  Anura         Scaphiopodidae    *Spea multiplicata*           Mexican spadefoot toad    1.07               0.07                30                Scaffold         PacBio                   [@bSeidl2019]        https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_009364415.1/
  Anura         Dicroglossinae    *Nanorana parkeri*            Tibetan frog              2.05               1.06                30                Scaffold         Illumina                 [@bSun2015]          https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000935625.1/
  Anura         Pipidae           *Xenopus laevis*              African clawed frog       2.72               136.57              20                Chromosome       Illumina                 [@bSession2016]      https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_001663975.1/
  Anura         Pipidae           *Xenopus tropicalis*          Tropical clawed frog      1.45               153.96              14 630            Chromosome       PacBio; Illumina HiSeq   [@bSession2016]      https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000004195.4/
  Anura         Dendrobatidae     *Oophaga pumilio*             Strawberry poison frog    5.5                0.072               0.385             Scaffold         Illumina HiSeq           [@bRogers2018]       https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/86474

One major reason leading to such "genome deficient" in amphibians may come from the methodological challenges for assembling very large, repetitive genomes ([@bElliott2015]). It has been reported that the estimated average genome sizes of Anurans (frogs), Gymnophionas (caecilians), and Caudatas (salamanders) were 4.1, 5.6, and 32 gigabases (Gb), respectively ([@bLiedtke2018]). Such large genomes of amphibians post major challenges to both the sequencing and the assembling processes of the genomic data. However, with the fast development of sequencing technology, particularly the "third" (i.e., PacBio's single molecule real-time system) and even "fourth" generation of sequencing techniques (i.e., Oxford Nanopore PromethION system) ([@bDeamer2016]; [@bGlenn2011]), as well as the efficient assembly methods ([@bRuan2020]), such difficulties could now be overcome to a large extent. As results, more and more high-quality genome assemblies of amphibians are emerging in the recent years ([@bLi2019b]; [@bNowoshilow2018]; [@bSmith2019]).

For the approaches used to determine the genetic mechanisms underlying trait evolutions, two main approaches were used in both comparative (interspecific) and population (intraspecific) genomic approaches utilize commonly used methods (i.e., *d*~N~/*d*~S~ for comparative and *F*~ST~ for population genomics) through genome-wide scans for loci under positive selection in particular lineages or populations ([@bLee2019]; [@bZhang2014]). Generally, comparative genomics can reveal the evolutionary patterns of genes within a large time scale and determine whether the genes experienced rapid or slow evolution, while the population genomics can identify genes associated with local adaptation of one or more populations in a relatively short time scale. One main logic behind the two approaches is to search for outlier genes that show signals of strong selection and are significantly separated from the background genes. At present, there have been lots of example studies having applied such analytical logic. For instance, the recent analyses of dozens of ruminant genomes makes it possible to decipher the genetic underpinnings of multiple phenotypes of this taxa, like the evolution of headgear and multichambered stomach, and thus makes this taxa a good model for further genomic analyses, like studying adaptive evolutionary mechanisms of them ([@bWang2019]).

Under these analytical frameworks, the genomic analyses that have been used commonly in mammals and other well-studied groups are gradually applied into amphibians, leading to important findings on the macro- and adaptive evolution of amphibians at the molecular level ([@bNowoshilow2018]; [@bSun2015], [@bSun2018]; [@bWang2018]; [@bYang2012]). However, because of the specific characteristics of amphibian genomes (i.e., high repeatability and incomplete annotations of genomic elements), simply copying the analytical methods of the past may not be sufficient to reveal the evolutionary mechanisms of adaptive evolution of these unique organisms. With the accumulation of omics data, evolutionary herpetologists need to beware of analytical methods used and be able to interpret the results from genomic dataset.

There have been several reviews that focus on the applications of omics data to better understand amphibian conservation, ecology, and evolution ([@bFunk2018]; [@bShaffer2015]; [@bStorfer2009]), yet none of them focuses on the evolutionary patterns and mechanisms of amphibians' adaptive evolution, or how to apply the accumulated omics data to study amphibians effectively. In this review, we first give a brief overview of recent progresses of studies on the adaptive evolution of amphibians, and then we focus our discussions by giving perspectives on the future directions for studies on adaptive evolution of amphibians, including the potential contributions of the repetitive elements on the genome evolution of amphibians.

WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT FROM THE AVAILABLE AMPHIBIAN GENOMES? {#s02}
=========================================================

As shown in [Table 1](#Table1){ref-type="table"}, to date, a total of 20 amphibian genome sequences have been released ([@bDenton2018]; [@bEdwards2018]; [@bElewa2017]; [@bHammond2017]; [@bLi2019a], [@bLi2019b]; [@bNowoshilow2018]; [@bRogers2018]; [@bSeidl2019]; [@bSession2016]; [@bSun2015]). Most of these genomes are from Anurans (*n*=15), and there are only two and three complete genomes available for Caudata and Gymnophiona, respectively ([Table 1](#Table1){ref-type="table"}). Considering the diversity of amphibians, the current state of genomic research on amphibians is much behind other taxonomic groups. The majority of these genomes were used to explore the associations between phenotypes and genotypes and the possible values of these phenotypes to the evolutionary adaptations. For instance, the recent genome of *Leptobrachium leishanense* was used to explore the genetic bases of sexually dimorphic traits ([@bLi2019a]), and the large genome of Axolotl (*Ambystoma mexicanum*) was used to explore the key regulators of tissue regeneration ([@bNowoshilow2018]). Phenotypic evolution itself is a diverse research field, which covers important topics on the compositions of genetic architecture, phenotypic variance and heritability, phenotypic correlation, sources and costs of phenotypic plasticity, as well as phenotypic adaptation. On the other hand, by providing both the prophase theoretical fundaments and downstream functional validations, results from phenotypic evolution (i.e., the evolutionary and developmental mechanisms of the phenotypes) can provide crucial insights for the study of molecular adaptation. Conversely, the analytical methods developed in studying the molecular adaptation can also be suitable for determining the genetic architecture of the interested phenotypes. Here, we give a brief review of the latest literatures on identifying the molecular adaptations of the amphibians.

Amphibians evolve slowly, but still have significant molecular adaptations {#s02.01}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

With the assembly of the first "modern" frog genome (that of *Nanorana parkeri*), [@bSun2015] gave the first glimpse of the evolutionary rate of frogs. Through the whole-genome comparisons between *N. parkeri* and *Xenopus tropicalis*, the study showed that the ectothermic vertebrates (i.e., amphibians, lizards, and fishes) have significantly slower evolutionary rates than endothermic vertebrates, which are indicated by less structural variation and slower base substitution rates ([@bSun2015]). Such conclusion about the slower evolutionary rate was further evidenced when the third frog genome (of *Lithobates catesbeianus*) became available ([@bHammond2017]).

It is known that comparative genomics allow a better understanding of the evolutionary patterns of genes. However, it is generally difficult to perform genomic/gene comparisons of different taxa if the two species differentiate for a long time, as the long-term accumulation of base substitution posts challenges due to saturation. Furthermore, given the positive selection often operates episodically in a short timescale, it can be masked by the long-term effects of purifying selection ([@bZhang2005]). Hence, to identify the candidate loci underlying particular traits, comparative genomics is generally conducted among closely related and recently diversified species ([@bWang2019]). For amphibians, their slower evolutionary rate at the molecular level provides two potential advantages in studying evolutionary patterns of genes through a comparative approach: (1) it could be easier to identify loci that hold significant differentiations between pair of taxa or populations with shallow divergence, in the case of much similar genomic background; and (2) it could also allow genomic comparisons between distantly related, deeply diverged species or populations. These two advantages make amphibians an excellent group to study the genetic bases underlying their rich phenotype adaptations. In addition to the rich phenotypic diversity (i.e., body size, coloration, respiratory rate, and toxicity), studying the genotype-phenotype associations in amphibians would become a research hotspot in the future. For example, the frogs inhabiting high-elevation environments evolved numerous phenotypic adaptations, such as the higher secretion of antioxidant peptides ([@bYang2016]) and higher numbers of epidermal capillaries and granular glands ([@bYang2019]), which providing excellent models to investigate their underlying genetic mechanisms for high-elevation adaptation.

To overcome the limitation in the availability of genomes for amphibians, comparative transcriptomics methods that compare genome-wide transcribed RNA sequences are an alternative and useful option ([@bWang2009]). The comparative transcriptomic approach can identify genes under selections through the existing methods, without a fully assembled reference genome. Such approach has been already adopted in the recent studies of adaptations in amphibians, particularly on the genetic basis of phenotypic adaptations in high-elevation frogs ([@bSun2018]; [@bYang2012]). [@bYang2012] found the *Rana* species at high-elevation experienced rapid evolution at genes response to hypoxia and oxidative stress. [@bSun2018] further compared four species of frogs (three plateau- and a lowland-species of *Nanorana*) and lizards (*Phrynocephalus*) across an elevation gradient to examine the gradual accumulation of high-elevation adaptations. By identifying signals of positive selections along the phylogeny, [@bSun2018] found that numerous molecular adaptations to high elevations, especially the DNA-repair and energy-metabolism pathways, appear to arise gradually and evolve continuously as the elevation increases. Such results suggest crucial roles of the two functional pathways during the adaptations to high elevations in frogs. Furthermore, [@bSun2018] also provide a unique and efficient comparative framework for studying the adaptive evolution by using multiple species in different groups that distributed across the same environmental gradients.

Population genomics help identifying candidate loci underlying local adaptations {#s02.02}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The slower evolutionary rates of amphibians can be more beneficial to population genomics study, which compares different populations of a same species with more similar genomic backgrounds. Given the relatively low dispersal ability and the resulting limited gene flows among amphibian species & populations ( [@bWard1992]), local adaptations should be a common phenomenon in amphibians ([@bFunk2018]), especially for amphibian species spanning dramatic environmental gradients ([@bFunk2016]; [@bWang2018]). Hence, conducting population genomic studies on amphibians have its unique advantages over other taxonomic groups.

Multiple analytical methods have been developed to detect the candidate loci that are associated with the local adaptations of interests, and these methods can be classified into three groups based on the sequencing method and the data type ([@bNadeau2010]). The first group identifies loci with divergence higher than those observed at neutral loci, and it uses the data from whole-genome resequencing ([@bBeaumont2004]). However, because the quality of analyses for this group of methods largely depends on the availability of reference genome, hence, up to now, this kind of study is still in its infancy in amphibians due to the lack of reference genomes. Recently, [@bWang2018] conducted the first-ever whole-genome resequencing study in amphibians. This study took advantage of the published reference genome of the *N. parkeri* ([@bSun2015]) and sequenced 63 new individuals to infer the historical demography, speciation, hybridization, and potential genomic bases of adaptation to high elevations of the higher-elevation populations ([@bWang2018]). Their results showed that natural selection plays important roles in driving and maintaining the continuing divergence within *N. parkeri*, and the results identified several candidate genes (e.g., *CAT* (Catalase), an antioxidant protein coding gene) that show high-divergence in both genetic sequences and expression levels of genes between the high- and low-elevation populations ([@bWang2018]), which further evidence the evolution of molecular adaptations in amphibians.

The second group of methods refers to the restriction-site associated DNA sequencing (RADseq), which provides a reduced representation approach to population genomic studies ([@bAndrews2016]). With this method, a greater number of individuals can be genotyped at a smaller number of loci in the genome. More importantly, it can be used independently of the reference genome, although a reference genome will still be required to identify specific gene of interests. Generally, the data generated from RADseq are enough to answer questions regarding population structure and demographic history ([@bAndrews2016]). Recently, [@bGuo2016] used genome-wide scans of SNPs from RADseq data to identify loci under strong divergent selection between populations of *Bufo andrewsi* at low- and high-elevations, and they speculated some of these SNPs are associated with differences in elevation/temperature and are involved in adaption to high elevations ([@bGuo2016]). However, without a reference genome, it is difficult to determine which specific genes do the identified SNPs come from.

The third group of methods to study adaptive divergence associated with local adaptation is to perform population transcriptomics using RNAseq ([@bWang2009]). Comparing to the previous two groups of methods, although the transcriptomic methods imposes more challenges especially in sample collection and preservation, they can provide quantitative expression levels of individual genes, in addition to the typical information on the DNA sequences, which has unique advantages in answering questions on adaptive evolution at the molecular level. Despite these advantages, to date no published work has taken the population transcriptomic approach in studying amphibian adaptations. Recently, our laboratory has explored the transcriptomic dataset on amphibians, and our preliminary results confirm the promising future of this group of method in studying adaptive evolution in amphibians. We constructed the expression matrix of more than 10 000 protein-coding genes, using the RNA transcriptomics samples from five populations of *N. parkeri* through an elevation gradient (from 2 800 m to 4 800 m a.s.l.) from the Tibetan Plateau. Based on this expression matrix, we identified numerous of candidate genes whose expression shifts are significantly correlated with the elevations, which may provide another way to study the molecular adaptation of amphibians (unpublished data).

Molecular convergence is present between amphibians and distantly related species {#s02.03}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Convergent evolution is defined as the process whereby two distantly related species evolve similar traits independently as the result of similar selective forces, rather than shared due to common ancestry ([@d38e1719]). Although such phenomena are mostly known at macro-level (i.e., phenotypic convergence), like the flight ability of mammals and avian, and the ultrasonic communication in amphibians and malmmals ([@bShen2008]), the macro-level convergences are the results of micro-level convergences (i.e., molecular convergence), which are often overlooked. For instance, the high-frequency acoustic sensitivity and selectivity of bat and whale echolocation rely on a common molecular design of *prestin* gene, where occurred some common amino-acid substitutions between the two echolocation species ([@bLi2010]).

Although most studies on molecular convergence focused on more closely related species/lineages ([@bChikina2016]; [@bFoote2015]; [@bLi2008]; [@bThomas2015]), we can still draw conclusions about the presence of molecular convergence between distantly related species based on comparisons of these available studies. One classical example is the evolution of *EPAS1* gene in multiple independent plateau lineages. The *EPAS1* gene encodes a transcription factor involved in the induction of hypoxia regulating genes ([@bTian1998]). Rapid evolutions and positive selections of *EPAS1* are documented in varies plateau organisms, from short-term evolution in the human Tibetan population ([@bBeall2010]), to the long-term evolution of Tibetan Hot-Spring Snakes of the genus *Thermophis* ([@bLi2018]). Other examples include different DNA-repair genes. Some of these genes have been found undergoing positive selection in plateau frogs ([@bYang2012]) and plateau mammals ([@bGe2013]). Furthermore, 32 homologous genes were found under positive selections in both frogs and lizards in Tibet, many of which are responsible for DNA-repair and energy-metabolism ([@bSun2018]).

Nonetheless, the molecular convergence mainly occurred at pathway/network level rather than at the individual gene or site level ([@bHao2019]; [@bSun2018]). Moreover, between different groups, molecular convergence may occur in different evolutionary stages ([@bSun2018]), which suggest that sampling multiple species across environmental gradients will provide more power for testing molecular adaptations than focusing on individual species at a single locality ([@bSolak2020]). Furthermore, as more convergences occur at the pathway/subnetwork level, it suggests that adaptive traits are commonly controlled by multiple genes, and the traditional methods through detecting outlier genes may not be enough effective in detecting the signals and recovering the full story.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES ON STUDYING ADAPTIVE EVOLUTION OF AMPHIBIANS {#s03}
================================================================

Although we started to get a grasp on the genomic evolution and the molecular mechanisms underlying their adaptive traits in amphibians, there are still numerous limitations that need to be solved before we gain a full understanding. Firstly, amphibians are extremely diverse in terms of their life history, reproductive mode, habitat, genome size, and interaction with other species, for which the currently available genomes are still not enough to fully understanding their diverse evolutionary adaptations and lineage-specific traits, like how some frogs adapt to the marine environment (i.e., *Fejervarya multistriata*) and what the forming mechanisms underlying the flippers of tree frogs. Further, another interesting question refers to what the pattern of natural selection pressures acting on different genomic regions of the amphibians with their diverse life styles. For example, whether the different reproduction modes of amphibians imposed different selection pressures acting on the reproduction associated genes, and then drove the different evolution rates of these genes among related species. Hence, the ability to generate more amphibian genomes is perhaps the most important factor affecting future amphibian genome research. With the rapid development of sequencing technology as well as assembling method, the above limiting factor would be solved to the largest extent in the next years.

Secondly, it is inevitable for us to overcome many technical challenges associated with genomics and bioinformatics. During the process of accumulating genomic data, amphibian scientists should pay more attentions on selecting the best suitable species and/or populations and learning more effective analytical methods to address the classic and/or newly raised evolutionary questions, especially those peculiar to amphibians. Given the characteristics of amphibian genomes, like the poor annotations of genomic elements, high repeatability with abundant transposable elements, and much less omics data in terms of expression or methylation, more novel bioinformatic methods and omics data should be developed and generated in the future. For example, the traditional natural selection detection methods are generally performed at the gene level, whose logic is to decide whether the current selection signal is significantly separated from those of background genes ("outlier" method). However, since complex traits are always controlled by multiple genes, such method may fail to identify the selection signals when the traits are controlled by multiple minor-effect genes rather than by a major-effect gene. For this problem, it becomes necessary to develop some different detection methods, like those based on pathway/network levels.

Here, we provide perspectives on the future studies of amphibians' adaptation and give technical suggestions to determine the genotype-phenotype associations more effectively in the study of amphibians' adaptive evolution.

More closely-related genomes with detailed annotations are necessary {#s03.01}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Detecting positive selection at the molecular level is a commonly used method to identify the molecular adaptation. However, as positive selection often operates episodically on a few amino acid sites, it can be difficult to detect under the long-term effects of negative selection ([@bZhang2005]). Hence, comparing the genes and/or their regulatory sequences of multiple closely-related species will be more efficient in detecting signals of positive selection and also studying evolutionary mechanisms of the adaptive traits. However, because the amphibian genomes are typically large and difficult to assemble, few genomes are available, and the resulting studies are limited greatly for in-group comparisons about adaptive evolution. In the future, with the implementation of various whole-genome sequencing projects, this situation will change. For example, the Genome 10K consortium has provided several criteria for prioritizing amphibian species for whole genome sequencing, which consider the endangered species first and then followed by the genomic "outposts" lineages across the tree of life ([@bGenome2009]). According to these criteria, Genome 10K has recommended that each major taxonomic group should have a representative of a very high-quality reference genome ([@bKoepfli2015]), on the basis of which people can perform more detailed comparisons through sequencing the transcriptomes of related species. Specifically, as the cost of genome sequencing drops dramatically, the frog species, which have much smaller genomes than other two orders of amphibians, could become the focus of future genome sequencing projects. It has been estimated that there are about 31% of frog species (*n*\>2 000) having a genome size smaller than that of human ([@bFunk2018]; [@bLiedtke2018]). Considering that the genome size of frogs is relatively conservative within a given clade ([@bLiedtke2018]), sequencing multiple lineages and conducting interspecific comparisons maybe achievable in the near future.

In addition to the availability of comparable genomes, the quality of genome annotation is also crucial for further evolutionary studies. Genome annotation is a key process that identifies the gene properties (i.e., coding vs. non-coding), gene locations, and gene functions. With the development and application of transcript-based sequencing methods, such as the RNA-seq ([@bWang2009]) and the *de novo* gene prediction methods ([@bStanke2004]), the accuracy of predicting gene structures of a given genome has been improved greatly. From the currently available amphibian genomes, the number of protein-coding genes has been estimated to be between 20 000 and 30 000 ([@bEdwards2018]; [@bHammond2017]; [@bHellsten2010]; [@bRogers2018]; [@bSun2015]). However, unlike the model vertebrate species (i.e., human and mouse), it is still not clear how many non-coding genes are present in amphibian genomes and what biological functions do they play for the development or adaptation. Even for the protein-coding genes, the molecular functions of a larger proportion of them are still unknown in amphibians (i.e., functions of the novel genes). Incomplete genome annotations lead to uncertainty in determining the genetic basis of phenotypic traits. For example, even though studies show that the Tibetan frog (*N. parkeri*) had evolved multiple molecular adaptations to the plateau environments ([@bSun2015], [@bSun2018]; [@bWang2018]), it is still unclear whether these adaptations benefit from novel genes, and what the relative roles of gene mutations and the gene regulatory/interaction network play in amphibian adaptations. All these questions will be an important research direction in the future, and the answers to them will largely depend on the integrity of genome sequence as well as the level of details in the functional annotations of the genome. This will need years of studies from multiple labs, like the Encode project ([@bThe2012]).

Improving the quality of sequence clusters for inter-comparisons {#s03.02}
----------------------------------------------------------------

One commonly used method to determine the selection pressure is to estimate the nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rate ratio (*d*~N~/*d*~S~) of genes under a phylogenetic framework, with the *d*~N~/*d*~S~ \>, =, and \<1 indicating the gene undergone positive selection, neutral evolution, and purifying selection, respectively. As mentioned before, positive selection can be difficult to detect because it often operates episodically on a few amino acid sites, and the signal may be masked by the long-term effect of negative selection ( [@bZhang2005]). This is why the improved branch-site model ([@bZhang2005]) became the popular method to detect positive selection that affects a small number of sites along specific lineages. However, this model can be easily affected by the quality of multiple sequence alignment ([@bFletcher2010]). Therefore, improving the alignment quality becomes a crucial step before performing tests for positive selection using the branch-site model.

For multiple sequence alignment, it not only contains alignment errors, which may be introduced by aligner and software, but it could also come from primary sequence errors, which may be caused by frame-shifts or erroneous gene annotations. The latter kind of error can have greater impacts on the final alignment quality. For amphibian genomics, their genomes are rich of transposable elements, which can inadvertently insert into both the coding and non-coding regions, resulting as the primary sequence changes of the host. Such primary sequencing errors are fundamentally different from the alignment errors, which can introduce non-homologous segments in the gene alignments, and such noises are unlikely to be removed by the available trimming methods ([@bDi2019]). Unfortunately, although numerous efforts have been made to reduce alignment errors, only a few recent studies paid attentions to the impacts of primary sequence errors on the alignment construction and detections of positive selection ([@bDi2019]; [@bWhelan2018]). Currently, an effective pipeline for preparing high-quality alignments can be achieved by using a good alignment construction like Prank ([@d38e2945]), an aligner showing much higher accuracy than others ([@bFletcher2010]), and using an alignment trimming software with one or more filtering methods, like Prequal ([@bWhelan2018]), HmmCleaner ([@bDi2019]), and FasParser ([@bSun2017], [@bSun2018]). Future studies should give more attentions on the issues of sequencing errors and how to better handle this issue using bioinformatics.

Detecting natural selection on gene subnetworks {#s03.03}
-----------------------------------------------

Most complex traits are commonly controlled by multiple genes scattered throughout the whole genome ([@bMarouli2017]; [@bWood2014]), while the traditional ortholog-based methods always treat loci independently and aim to detect outlier genes as candidate genes. Some people even argued that adaptation events occur through the evolution of polygenetic traits rather than via the fixation of single beneficial mutations ([@bDaub2013]; [@bField2016]). Hence, the caveat of classical genome scans for selection, which mainly focused on identifying the major-effect genes, is that they are inefficient in connecting a list of candidate genes to complex mechanisms of adaptation, and they cannot identify contributions of multiple small-effect genes that contribute to the evolution of traits ([@bGouy2017]; [@bVitti2013]). Hence, analyses based on the gene-network, rather than at the ortholog level, can provide a more powerful framework in studying the evolution of adaptive traits and facilitate the interpretation of genome-wide data ([@bGuo2019]; [@bYu2017]).

Several statistical inference approaches have been proposed to detect selections that act on the polygenic traits ([@bCoop2010]; [@bHancock2010]; [@bOrr1998]). On the bases, two feasible solutions have been proposed to identify signals of selection on multiple genes. One is to treat a set of genes as a whole unit (i.e., biological pathways) and test whether the unit undergone any selection ([@bDaub2013]; [@bFoll2014]). The idea of such approach is to assign a score to each gene within a pathway and to then test whether the distribution of scores within the pathway is significantly different from the background ([@bDaub2013]). This approach has been used to identify candidate pathways involved in human response to pathogens ([@bDaub2013]) and adaptations to the high elevations ([@bFoll2014]). However, since this approach only considers the pathways where all their genes experience a shift in the score distribution, it would be underpowered in identifying more subtle signals, where only a small subset of genes within a large pathway are under directional selection ([@bGouy2017]). Thus, the second approach is proposed to search for subnetworks of interacting genes within the biological pathways that present unusual features ([@bGouy2017]). This second approach can discover small-effect genes in complex selective processes, and thus would be an important complement to the classical genome scans. It has been successfully used to identify pathways related to high-elevation adaptations ([@bGnecchi-Ruscone2018]), as well as response to diseases ([@bProhaska2019]), showing its applicability in studying amphibian adaptations.

Detecting natural selections on gene expressions across the phylogeny {#s03.04}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

It has long been accepted that divergence of gene regulation, manifested by changes in gene expression, play a key role in phenotypic evolution ([@bFerea1999]; [@bFraser2010]; [@bKing1975]), and examining comparative expression levels can help us to identify fundamental changes underlying adaptations to environmental factors ([@bChen2019]). However, in amphibians, the data generated through RNA-seq technology are commonly used to obtain the protein-coding sequences only ([@bSun2018]; [@bYang2012]), and little attention was paid to the gene expression profiles and the roles of expression shift in adaptive evolution.

On major reason for this phenomenon might be the lacks of suitable computational models to detect the pressure of natural selection at the level of gene expression. The level of gene expression can be treated as the traditional quantitative data. Under this view, the quantitative phylogenetic methods that study traditional morphological trait evolution by accounting for nonindependence relationships between species ([@bFelsenstein1985]; [@bHansen1997]; [@bRohlf2001]) could be used in analyzing the evolution of gene expressions. However, since both genetic bases and environmental factors can influence gene expression levels ([@bIdaghdour2009]; [@bPickrell2010]), the changes in expression level may not actually reflect genetic adaptation, and a large proportion of them might be neutral for the host survive ([@bYang2017]). Thus, due in part to a lack of agreement for how to best model evolution of expression, there was no consensus on a quantitative framework for addressing this issue ([@bRohlfs2015]).

This situation has been alleviated in some extent with the proposition of phylogenetic ANOVA, the expression variance and evolution (EVE) model ([@bRohlfs2015]). This method treats the gene expression data as a quantitative trait that evolves over a phylogeny and incorporates classic genetic neutrality tests by considering both expressional polymorphism and diversity ([@bRohlfs2015]). In the EVE model, the ratio of polymorphism within species to diversity between species is estimated for each gene, which in expectation should be the same for all genes in the genome under neutrality ([@bRohlfs2015]). For genes that are affected by natural selection, the ratio will be increased or decreased depending on the directionality and modality of selection, much similar to the HKA test commonly used in genetic neutrality test ([@bHudson1987]). Since the EVE model includes phylogenetic information, it can thus test different comparative hypotheses by selectively constraining parameters, including lineage-specific expression variance (as may be proxy of recent relaxed or increased selection on expression level), as well as lineage-specific shifts in constrained expression level, by taking into account within-species variance ([@bRohlfs2015]). We think this approach could be an important supplement for the sequence-based evolutionary analyses in amphibians.

Investigating epigenetic changes during amphibians' adaptive evolution {#s03.05}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

There are diverse epigenetic mechanisms, like DNA methylation, histone modifications, and non-coding RNA activity, all of which can alter a given genotype's influence on an organism's phenotype without altering the underlying DNA bases. Through increasing, decreasing, or silencing the activities of genes, epigenetic changes can lead to novel phenotypic variations, which can be passed between generations and have the potential to contribute to adaptations ([@bRichards2006]). Model analysis further found that epigenetic mutations can speed adaptations or lead to populations with higher fitness, with small-effect epigenetic mutations generally speeding adaptations ([@bKronholm2016]). These results provide an opportunity to examine whether epigenetic changes play a role in the adaptive evolution of amphibians, although the extent that epigenetic variation contributes to phenotypic variation remains largely unknown, and determining the drivers of divergence remains challenging ([@bHawes2018]).

Current epigenetics studies are focused primarily on DNA methylation, because it is the most common epigenetic mark and there have been a range of simple experimental methods to detect and quantify it ([@bLaird2010]; [@bPlongthongkum2014]). As expect, extensive studies evidenced that DNA methylation may play a key role in rapid adaptation to environmental stress (e.g., thermotolerance), particularly in the absence of genetic variation ([@bDai2017]; [@bHawes2018]; [@bRichards2012]). A complex framework has been formed in term of genetic--epigenetic-environment interactions in studies of ecological epigenetics, which can also be used to study the contributions of epigenetic changes in adaption ([@bArtemov2017]; [@bBossdorf2010]; [@bDubin2015]; [@bHerrera2011]).

Amphibians serve as an excellent system to study whether the epigenetic variations contribute to their adaptive evolution, particularly because there are many ecologically-generalist species that inhabit a wide environmental gradient and present observable phenotypic differences between populations (i.e., *N. parkeri*). This is a prerequisite for the study of genetic--epigenetic-environment interactions ([@bHawes2018]). Since amphibians are not clonal species, which can result in genetically identical individuals, one problem needs to address is to distinguish between the effects of genetic variation and epigenetic changes, for which both common garden and reciprocal transplant experiments could be useful ([@bRichards2012]). With the wide application of whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS), investigating the genes and regulatory regions with different methylation during amphibians' local adaptation would be another research focus and trends in the near future.

Investigating dynamic evolution of transposable elements in amphibians {#s03.06}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Transposable elements (TEs) are known as diverse mobile sequences that have proliferated extensively throughout eukaryotic genomes. There have been accumulating evidences supporting that transposable elements are powerful drivers of genome evolution, whose activities can considerably impact genome structures and functions, through gene disruption, mediating genomic rearrangements that cause translocation, duplication or deletion of genetic material, or affecting proximal gene expression ([@bFedoroff2012]; [@bSeidl2017]). Although the genetic variability induced by TEs are generally purged from the population by purifying selection, similar to other genetic variations, TE-induced mutations might also contribute to adaptive evolution by increasing the gene function or expression.

There are three main ways through which TEs can affect the evolution of the host genes and play a role in the host adaptations. The first one refers to "molecular domestication", during which some TE proteins can be recruited into the host gene interaction networks with some modifications and then play different but important roles for host survival ([@bMiller2000]; [@bSinzelle2009]). One standard example is the evolution of RAG1--RAG2 recombinase (RAG) which originates from the ancestral RAG transposase with some adaptive amino acid changes ([@bZhang2019]).

The second one is to change the gene structure by inserting into introns, which leads to their activation as alternatively spliced cassette exons, an event called exonization ([@bSorek2007]). In this process, TEs may generate novel exons or introns for the host genes and become an important contributor to evolution and speciation ([@bSela2010]). It was found that there is a large fraction of the TEs inserted into transcribed intronic regions of both human and mouse ([@bSela2007]), providing the possibility for TE playing a role in the adaptive evolution of species. Further, exonizations can be population-specific and thus could contribute on population divergence ([@bSela2010]). For example, [@bRech2019] screened 303 *Drosophila melanogaster* genomes from 60 worldwide natural populations and identified a set of candidate adaptive TE insertions that are present at high population frequencies. Genes located nearby these sets of TE insertions were found significantly enriched for previously identified loci underlying stress- and behavior-related traits, such as responses to stimulus, behaviors, and developments, which give the evidence for the widespread contribution of TEs to adaptive evolution ([@bRech2019]).

The third way in which TE may contribute to adaptive evolution is to provide regulatory elements (e.g., promoter) for the nearby genes and then improve the ability of transcriptional response of species to a common set of external stresses and environmental shock ([@bFaulkner2009]; [@d38e2990]). For example, some people found that TE mobility in fission yeast was greatly increased when cells were exposed to unusual forms of stress (i.e., heavy metals, caffeine, and the plasticizer phthalate), and the novel TE insertions can provide the major path to resistance by linking to TOR (target of rapamycin) regulation and metal response genes ([@bEsnault2019]).

A typical feature of amphibians is the abundance of TEs within their genomes (http://www.genomesize.com). Recently, it was found that amphibians (i.e., *Oophaga pumilio*) had acquired some horizontally transferred TEs from other taxa, and some of these elements are present in a high number of copy with up-regulated expression levels, suggesting their high activity and ongoing proliferation ([@bRogers2018]). However, whether and how TEs play roles in the adaptive evolution of amphibians remains unclear. For this question, an important prerequisite is to have a high-quality genome sequence, which can be used as a reference to conduct population genomic analyses so as to explorer the dynamic evolution of TEs during the evolution of the organism. With the increasing availability of amphibian genomes, the functional roles of TEs in adaptive evolution might become a new research hotspot.

CONCLUSIONS {#s04}
===========

Amphibians are an organismal group with extremely rich species diversity and remarkable evolutionary innovations regarding the transition from aquatic to terrestrial lifestyle. This group also provides rich bioactive substances that can be applicable to human health, particularly the skin antioxidant peptides ([@bMwangi2019]). As such, amphibians provide abundant resources for studying the evolutionary and genetic mechanisms underlying particular phenotypes, one important topic of the evolutionary biology. However, even with the fast developments in genomics, the genomic study of amphibians has just started, partly due to the unique challenges such as large genome size and rich transposable elements that this organismal group present. In the next few years, the study on the adaptive evolution of amphibians will focus on two main aspects, namely (1) the accumulation of more high-quality reference genomes through the newly developed sequencing techniques and assembly methods, and (2) developments and implementations of new analytical strategies and methods in the amphibian systems. Through this review, we hope that our perspectives listed here provide some valuable references for evolutionary herpetologists to designate their research plans, particularly on the bioinformatics analyses. We also hope that this review can invoke discussions and attentions on the methodological aspects of adaptive evolution studies in general, particularly regarding changing from the outlier-based methods to the network-based ones and the involvement of positive selection detection based on expression matrix.
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